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Okay to be serious here. I think this is a great summary of many of the object-level arguments of reaction.
Now, one potential takeaway is â€œOkay, so if I had a policy knob, Iâ€™d tilt it a little bit towards the (R)
side.â€•
Reactionary Philosophy In An Enormous, Planet-Sized
Gori (Georgian: áƒ’áƒ•áƒ áƒ˜) is a city in eastern Georgia, which serves as the regional capital of Shida Kartli
and the centre of the homonymous administrative district.The name is from Georgian gora (áƒ’áƒ•áƒ áƒ•),
that is, "heap", or "hill".. Gori was an important military stronghold in the Middle Ages and maintains a
strategic importance due to its location on the principal highway ...
Gori, Georgia - Wikipedia
Palace of Culture and Science (Polish: PaÅ‚ac Kultury i Nauki; abbreviated PKiN) is a notable high-rise
building in Warsaw, Poland.Constructed in 1955, it is the center for various companies, public institutions and
cultural activities such as concerts, cinemas, theaters, libraries, sports clubs, universities, scientific
institutions and authorities of the Polish Academy of Sciences.
Palace of Culture and Science - Wikipedia
women in totalitarian society, women in fascist italy, women in stalins russia, women in nazi germany, women
in communist china
women in totalitarian society | women in fascist italy
This post, the latest in my series about cosmology, the study of the origin and evolution of the Universe as a
whole, talks about the Steady State theory. This is an elegant alternative theory to the Big Bang, which was
very popular among astronomers in the 1950s, although it has now been discarded. What is the Steadyâ€¦
The Steady State Theory â€“ The Science Geek
â€žEs war eine bewusste und systematische Ermordung von Millionen Menschen. (...) WÃ¤hrend in
ukrainischen DÃ¶rfern die verzweifelten, vor Hunger irre gewordenen Menschen die grÃ¼nen Zweige der
BÃ¤ume aÃŸen, wurden ukrainische Lebensmittel auf Stalins Befehl in anderen sowjetischen Republiken im
Rahmen des sogenannten â€šsowjetischen Dumpingsâ€˜ zu gÃ¼nstigen Preisen verkauft.â€œ
Holodomor â€“ Wikipedia
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In order to ask the right questions you have to FIRST understand the actual situation, what you ACTUALLY
KNOW, and maybe even more importantly, what you donâ€™t KNOW but have assumed. Like the U.S.G.S
azimuthal equidistant projection map right aboveâ€¦ a perspective change is sometimes the key to seeing
what youâ€™re missing.
THE TRUTH ABOUT THE LAW | Legalman â€” America's most
The American political parties, now called Democrats and Republicans, switched platform planks, ideologies,
and members many times in American history.
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Democrats and Republicans Switched Platforms - Fact or Myth?
Leftists are insane. You know that already. But what exact mechanisms are at play here? If you know what
makes them tick, you are one step closer to prescribing them a dose of sanityâ€¦ or at the very least not
falling for these tricks yourself.
4 Reasons Why Leftists Are Clinically Insane â€“ Return Of Kings
The wisdom of the late George Carlin on display once again... â€œThink of how stupid the average person
is, and realize half of them are stupider than that.â€•
George Carlin Was Right | Zero Hedge
For many years I maintained far too many magazine subscriptions, more periodicals than I could possibly
read or even skim, so most weeks they went straight into storage, with scarcely more than a glance at the
cover.
American Pravda: When Stalin Almost Conquered Europe, by
â€œIn this case, the bulk of the money for these â€˜free abortionsâ€™ came from the Lilith Fund, a nonprofit
based in Texas that raises money for abortions, and private donors,â€• . Really ?! Well, a quick Google says
that indeed these abortion funders are called the Lilith Fund.
Open Forum: September 9, 2017 | Catallaxy Files
by Peter Koenig for the Saker blog. The onslaught of western Russia bashing in the past days, since the
alleged poison attack by a Soviet-era nerve agent, Novichok (the inventor of which, by the way, lives in the
US), on a Russian double agent, Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia, has been just horrifying.
Russiaâ€™s Reaction to the Insults of the West is Political
Lubitz' Leon Trotsky Bibliography, an international reference tool listing some 14000 books, articles,
dissertations etc. about Trotsky, Trotskyism and Trotskists;LLTB
Lubitz' Leon Trotsky Bibliography: Chapter 1 - A part of
lÃ¤sdagbok. LÃ¤sdagboken Ã¤r frÃ¥n oktober 2004 och framÃ¥t. Ã…ngrar djupt att jag inte bÃ¶rjade med
det hÃ¤r fÃ¶r 15-20 Ã¥r sedan. LÃ¤ser drygt 100 bÃ¶cker om Ã¥ret tydligen, och det mÃ¥ste ju betyda att
det roar mig pÃ¥ nÃ¥got sÃ¤tt.
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